Abstract

MANET (Mobile Ad-Hoc Network) a unique network which provides communication between mobile nodes available outside or within the radio range. This unique feature migrated from wired network to wireless network and resulted in the security issues. So, there is need to secure the MANETs. As compared to other types of networks, MANETs are more vulnerable to different attacks such as black hole attack, gray hole attack, wormhole attack, etc. MANET decides a radio range within which node can move and can feasibly transmit the data. And if any of the nodes migrates from one radio range to another, it relays the messages to their neighbors. This means that two communicating nodes are notable to exchange messages if those nodes exceed the radio range. To avoid these types of attacks, different Intrusion Detection System (IDS) in MANETs are introduced to follow secure data transmission. In this paper, a secure IDS plays an important role and gives the system which improves the efficiency of EAACK (Enhanced Adaptive Acknowledge) and is compared with different IDS in MANETs using RSA, AES and ZRP algorithms. RSA algorithm is used for encryption and decryption of the message to securely transmit data using mathematical model. AES algorithm is combine
used with RSA. And ZRP (Zone Routing Protocol) divides network into small zones to decide the route with nearby nodes and ensure the authentic path in the mobile network.
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